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Abstract. The optimum method for evaluating disease progression in Parkinson’s disease (PD) has not been established, and
this has implications for clinical trials. The majority of previous studies have utilized change on the Unified Parkinson’s disease
Rating Scale (UPDRS) as an index of progression. However, the UPDRS has not been validated for this purpose. We utilized
exploratory factor analysis (EFA) to evaluate the longitudinal properties of the UPDRS as an index of disease progression in PD.

Data was derived from a representative cohort of 122 PD patients followed from diagnosis and assessed every 18–24 months
for up to 7.9 years. For each subject the rate of change of each item on the UPDRS-3 was calculated and an EFA was performed
using this data. Results were compared with those of previously published EFAs in cross-sectional PD cohorts.

The UPDRS-3 retains a stable factor structure when used as an index of disease evolution. The 27 items reduced to 6 factors
which accounted for 61.0% of the variance in disease progression. A dominant factor was identified which incorporated axial
(gait/postural stability) symptoms and signs. Our analysis indicates that the UPDRS captures meaningful aspects of disease
progression in PD, and that it is possible to identify symptom/sign complexes which evolve independently of one another.
Progression in PD is predominantly characterized by the development of axial symptoms and signs. This result has implications
for pathogenesis and should also inform natural history models of PD thereby allowing identification of meaningful outcome
measures for clinical trials of disease-modifying therapies.

Keywords: Parkinson’s disease, unified Parkinson’s disease Rating Scale (UPDRS), exploratory factor analysis, natural history,
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INTRODUCTION

Our understanding of the natural history of Parkin-
son’s disease (PD) remains incomplete [1]. Although
neurodegeneration in PD is insidious and inexorable,
the widespread use of dopaminergic replacement ther-
apy ameliorates many of the attendant symptoms and
signs and complicates the study of clinical progression.
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Furthermore, although considerable heterogeneity in
the rate of progression between PD sufferers is appar-
ent [2] the reasons for this are unclear. Improving our
understanding of the evolution of treated PD is vitally
important for a number of reasons:

• To improve prognostication
• To enable titration of PD therapy to maximise

clinical benefit at different stages of disease
• To improve the definition of disease staging cri-

teria in PD
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• To allow identification of meaningful outcome
measures in clinical trials, particularly of thera-
pies with a putative “disease-modifying” effect.

There is no gold-standard, ante-mortem index of
progression in PD. A number of clinical disease rat-
ing scales have been developed for use in PD and,
although in general designed to evaluate disease bur-
den at a given time-point, it is common practice to
use serial measurements upon such scales as either
a measure of progression or, conversely, of response
to an intervention [3]. The design of clinical rat-
ing instruments may of necessity incorporate some
arbitrary elements, as disease progression upon a bio-
logical continuum is frequently expressed in terms of
pre-defined disease stages. Deficiencies in the sensi-
tivity, specificity, reliability or validity of such scales
may reduce their effectiveness as indices of disease
progression.

The most widely used assessment scale in PD is the
Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS)
[4]. Psychometric evaluation of the UPDRS has shown
it to be reliable and internally consistent [5, 6]. The
statistical technique of factor analysis has previously
been used to investigate the metric properties of the
motor section of the UPDRS (UPDRS-3) which has
been shown to have a discreet factor structure [7–9],
i.e. groups of symptoms/signs appear to cluster into
separate domains. However, these studies have been
conducted in cross-sectional PD cohorts featuring
patients with varying disease durations. No previous
studies have sought to study the metric properties of
the UPDRS when used as a tool to measure progres-
sion in PD over time, but such an analysis would be
valuable for two reasons. First, given the widespread
use of the UPDRS in longitudinal and interventional
studies, it is important that its validity in this indi-
cation is established objectively. Secondly, it would
allow a more general description of the pattern of
evolution of symptoms and signs in PD, thereby
enhancing our knowledge of the natural history of
PD.

In this study we have addressed this issue in a
population-representative PD cohort followed longi-
tudinally from diagnosis. Exploratory factor analysis
(EFA) has been applied not to absolute UPDRS-3
scores, but to the rate of change in each UPDRS-3 item
over time with the aim of evaluating whether particular
clusters of symptoms/signs progress at different rates.
This data-driven, hypothesis-free approach allows an
objective evaluation of the pattern of development of
symptom-sign complexes in treated PD.

METHODS

Subjects

Data for this analysis was derived from participants
in a community-based longitudinal study of incident
PD in the county of Cambridgeshire, UK. The study
met with the approval of the local ethics committee
and all patients provided written, informed consent.
The methods used for case ascertainment have been
described previously [10].

Subjects have been followed from the point of
diagnosis at 18–24 month intervals using a comprehen-
sive clinical battery including the UPDRS [11]. Items
on the UPDRS were identified using the convention
adopted by Stebbins et al. [7], so that the motor sec-
tion (UPDRS section 3) corresponded to items 17–44
inclusive. UPDRS Assessments were performed in the
subjective “On” state and were conducted either at our
research facility, or as home visits so as to minimise
drop-out. UKPDS Brain Bank criteria [12] were used
to diagnose PD, and these were re-applied at follow-
up round 2 to minimise clinical mis-diagnosis. Subjects
were followed until death or withdrawal. Only subjects
assessed on 3 or more occasions have been included in
this analysis to minimise bias. Management and treat-
ment decisions for each participant continued to be at
the discretion of their supervising physician and were
not under the control of the study investigators.

Statistical analysis

For each subject, the rate of change in each item of
the UPDRS section 3 was calculated as:

(Final score−Initial Score)/Total follow-up period
(years)

The follow-up period was expressed as the exact
interval between initial and final assessments, without
rounding. This produced a matrix of 27 variables for
each subject which were then entered into the EFA.
Histogram plots of the distribution of these variables
were inspected to ensure that the assumption of Nor-
mality was satisfied.

Factor analysis was performed using a principal
components method over a maximum of 25 iterations,
and an oblique rotation using the direct oblimin algo-
rithm was used to aid factor discrimination. Kaiser’s
criteria of returning all factors with eigenvalues >1 was
used in the initial analysis [13]. This was then refined
by inspection of a scree plot of the eigenvalues of fac-
tors added consecutively to the solution as described
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by Field [14]. The analysis was then re-run with the
optimal factor structure specified, and the resultant
pattern matrix evaluated with factor loadings of <0.4
suppressed to facilitate interpretation.

Sampling adequacy was assessed with the Kaiser-
Meyer-Olkin (KMO) statistic, and the data-set was
screened for multicolinearity by inspection of the
R-matrix. Bartlett’s test of sphericity was used to test
the null hypothesis that the R-matrix was an identity
matrix. Consistency of the factor solution was assessed
using Cronbach’s alpha statistic.

All statistical analysis was performed in SPSS v 14.0
(SPSS Inc. Chicago, Ill.).

RESULTS

The process of case identification from the inci-
dent cohort is summarised in Fig. 1. Of 159 patients
recruited, 126 patients were available for assessment at
follow-up round 2 and still met diagnostic criteria for
PD. Four patients were subsequently excluded, mean-
ing that follow-up data from 122 patients from the
original cohort was evaluated. Mean length of follow-
up was 5.5 years (1.4), equating to a mean of 4.3 (0.8)

assessments. The clinical characteristics of partici-
pants at baseline and at final assessment are displayed
in Table 1.

Characteristics of the factor solution

The KMO statistic was 0.747, indicating that sam-
ple size for this analysis was adequate [15]. There
was no evidence of significant multi-colinearity within
the dataset (determinant of the R-matrix = 9.2 E-04).
Furthermore, inspection of the individual between
item Pearson correlation coefficients showed no values
greater than 0.7.

Bartlett’s test was significant at the p < 0.0001 level,
indicating no significant sphericity.

Factor structure

Eight factors were identified with eigenvalues
greater than one. Examination of the scree plot showed
an inflection point after the sixth factor which was
therefore chosen as the optimal solution. This solution
accounted for 61% of the total variance in the dataset.
The factor loadings for each UPDRS item are shown
in Table 2.

122 ≥ ≥ 3 assessments TIMELINE

159 PDBB

126 PDBB
Diagnostic            
re-appraisal

Dec 2000-
Dec 2002

Dec 2004-
Dec 2005

Aug 2001-
Aug 2002

Follow-up 1

Follow-up 2

Follow-up 3

Follow-up 4

Baseline

101 PDBB

63 PDBB April 2008-
Feb 2009

Oct 2006-
April 2007

4 cases excluded                              
(2* change in diagnosis, 1* incomplete 
data, 1*Deep Brain Stimulation)

Fig. 1. Flow-chart illustrating the process of case identification for the present study. one hundred and fifty nine patients fulfilled brain bank
criteria for PD at entry (PDBB). Of those available for assessment at follow-up round 2, 126 still met brain bank criteria and were eligible for
inclusion in the present analysis, although 4 patients were subsequently excluded for the reasons indicated.
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Table 1
Clinical characteristics of the study population

Baseline Final assessment

M : F 70 : 52 –
Age at diagnosis 69.5 (9.8) –

Follow-up (years) 5.5 (1.4) –
Number of FU assessments 4.3 (0.8) –
UPDRS (Total) 38.4 (17.0) 62.3 (23.8)
UPDRS (Motor/Section 3) 25.9 (12.3) 38.2 (14.7)
Hoehn-Yahr Stage† 2 (1–3) 2 (2–4)
Medication dose (LED, mg) 207.0 (158.1) 560.1 (413.7)
MMSE 29.1 (0.7) 24.9 (6.0)

Data is in the form mean (sd), except for †median (range). LED,
Levodopa equivalent dose, calculated using an algorithm adapted
from Brodsky et al. [43] as previously described [11]. MMSE, Mini-
Mental State Examination.

The factor matrix has a defined internal structure
with a clustering of UPDRS-3 items which is readily
interpretable on clinical grounds:

• Factor 1: Axial items (gait, posture, balance),
speech and hypomimia (25.5% of total variance)

• Factor 2: Items assessing upper limb bradykine-
sia (10.0%)

• Factor 3: Items assessing lower limb bradykine-
sia, but with some overlap with axial items (neck
rigidity, central bradykinesia, posture) (8.5%)

• Factor 4: Items assessing action/postural tremor
and lower limb resting tremor (7.1%)

Table 2
Factor solution for the UPDRS-3 as an index of disease progression. Factor loadings are shown for the
optimal, 6-factor solution using principal components analysis with direct oblimin rotation. The output of

the pattern matrix is shown. Factor loadings <0.4 have been suppressed

Components

1 2 3 4 5 6
% variance 25.5% 10.0% 8.5% 7.1% 5.0% 4.6%
Cronbach’s alpha 0.835 0.797 0.769 0.733 0.725 0.657

18-Speech 0.554
19-Hypomimia 0.455
Rest Tremor

20-Facial 0.640
21-Right UE 0.572
22-Left UE 0.622
23-Right LE 0.629
24-Left LE 0.575

Action/Postural Tremor
25-Right 0.687
26-Left 0.698

Rigidity
27-Neck 0.446
28-Right UE 0.576
29-Left UE 0.729
30-Right LE 0.424
31-Left LE 0.618

Finger taps
32-Right 0.844
33-Left 0.675

Hand flashes
34-Right 0.860
35-Left 0.566

Pro-/Supination
36-Right 0.745
37-Left 0.608

Foot taps
38-Right 0.526
39-Left 0.730

40-Arise from chair 0.756
41-Posture 0.687 0.402
42-Gait 0.774
43-Postural Stability 0.813
44-Body bradykinesia 0.606 0.414
UE, Upper extremity. LE, Lower extremity
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• Factor 5: Items assessing upper limb resting
tremor (5.0%)

• Factor 6: Items assessing limb rigidity (4.6%).

Analysis of between factor correlations is shown in
Table 3. Only a small-moderate association between
factors was observed (absolute range 0.015–0.251)
indicating that they are each capturing separate aspects
of disease progression.

Reliability analysis

Overall internal consistency was high, with Cron-
bach’s alpha = 0.876, although our analysis clearly
suggested that the dataset was multidimensional. As
shown in Table 2, individual factors extracted in the
analysis also showed a high degree of consistency,
with a value of >0.8 for the most discriminating fac-
tor, factor 1, and >0.7 for the others, excepting factor
6 (0.657). However, this factor explains only 4.6% of
the total variance and, overall, these results would meet
recommendations for a reliable solution [16].

DISCUSSION

Factor analysis of change in the motor section of the
UPDRS as a longitudinal measure of progression in PD
generated a clinically meaningful solution, with the 27
scale items reducing to 6 factors. Correlation between
the identified factors was modest, which suggests that
progression in PD may be dissociable into separate
domains that we might term “vectors of change”.
Factor 1, measuring progression in axial and gait dys-
function, accounted for most variance in the dataset.
This is consistent with previous reports that postural
and gait symptoms, which are relatively refractory to
standard dopaminergic therapies [17], tend to progress
inexorably with time in PD [18]. Evolution in these
domains may be the most meaningful index of pro-
gression in treated PD. Aspects of PD progression in
the axial domain are captured by the five-item Hoehn

Table 3
Correlation matrix for the rotated factor solution depicted in Table 1.
Pearson correlation coefficients for pair-wise comparisons between

each component identified in the 6 factor solution are shown

Component 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 – 0.251 0.202 0.132 −0.015 0.242
2 0.251 – 0.061 0.171 0.060 0.158
3 0.202 0.061 – 0.114 0.090 0.015
4 0.132 0.171 0.114 – 0.197 0.212
5 −0.015 0.060 0.090 0.197 – 0.057
6 0.242 0.158 0.015 0.212 0.057 –

and Yahr scale (HYS) [19]. Although the HYS is insen-
sitive as an index of disease progression, our analysis
would support the view that entry to HYS stage 3 (onset
of postural instability) is of prognostic importance in
PD [20, 21].

Comparing the present result with that of the two
previous studies which have applied EFA to cross-
sectional cohorts using the entire UPDRS-3 is of
obvious interest. In separate studies of 200 patients
in the “On”, and 294 patients in the “Off” state, Steb-
bins et al identified very similar factor structures in both
conditions [7, 8]. As Table 4 illustrates, the factor solu-
tion from our longitudinal analysis matches up with the
factor structure determined by cross-sectional analysis
in several key areas. This indicates that the UPDRS
retains a stable factor structure over time, demonstrat-
ing so-called “longitudinal construct validity” [22],
which therefore validates its use as a clinical measure
of longitudinal progression in PD. This result com-
plements a recent comparative study of rating scales
in PD which reported that UPDRS-3 was a sensitive
index of progression [23]. Although the UPDRS has
recently been superseded by the revised MDS-UPDRS
[24], it is still used widely in ongoing clinical trials
and naturalistic studies. Furthermore, the basic form
of section 3 in the revised version is very similar and
it would not be unreasonable to extrapolate this result
to the MDS-UPDRS.

The clinical phenotype in PD is heterogeneous [25],
but the majority of previous descriptions of this hetero-
geneity have focused on assessments made at a single

Table 4
Comparison of factor structure of the UPDRS in cross-sectional
and longitudinal analyses. Cross-sectional data is derived from two
papers published by Stebbins et al exploring the UPDRS structure
in the “On” [7] and “Off” [8] state. Longitudinal data is derived
from the present analysis. Percentage values indicate the proportion
of the total variance in UPDRS scores between subjects explained
by each extracted factor. Higher proportions indicate symptom/sign
complexes which differ most between subjects either in terms of
their absolute value (cross-sectional) or their rate of change with
time (longitudinal). Inferentially, it is factors with high values that

account principally for phenotypic heterogeneity in PD

Factor Cross-sectional Longitudinal

“On” (%) “Off” (%) (present study)

1: Axial/Speech 44 31 25.5%
2: Resting tremor 14 14 5.0%
3: Rigidity 6 7 4.6%
4/5: Bradykinesia Left 5 5 10.0% (UL)∗

Right 5 8 8.5 (LL)∗
6: Action tremor 4 5 7.1%†

UL, Upper limb; LL, Lower limb. ∗In the longitudinal analysis
bradykinesia is separable into UL and LL components rather than
L/R components. †Also incorporating LL rest tremor
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time point and have not looked specifically at differ-
ences in the rate or pattern of progression over time
[26–29]. By comparing the longitudinal and cross-
sectional factor structure of the UPDRS we can gain
several insights into the nature of PD heterogeneity. For
example, in both Stebbins’ and our analyses the same
seven UPDRS items load on to a putative axial/speech
factor which, in each case, accounts for the most vari-
ance. This suggests that between patient variation in the
degree of axial symptom burden is the most important
contributor to PD heterogeneity at a given point in time,
and also that variation in the rate of progression of these
axial symptoms is the major contributor to heterogene-
ity in the longitudinal evolution of PD. In contrast, in
our longitudinal analysis resting tremor terms account
for far less variance than the corresponding factor in the
cross-sectional analysis (5% vs 14%). This indicates
that, studied over time, tremor scores either remain
largely static or change at similar rates in all subjects,
for which there is evidence from other naturalistic stud-
ies [30]. Tremor contributes comparatively little to the
heterogeneity of PD when studied longitudinally and
although it has previously been suggested that patients
with a so-called “tremor-dominant” phenotype have
a relatively benign prognosis [31], this would not be
supported by the present analysis.

In the cross sectional analysis right and left-sided
bradykinesia terms are dissociable, whereas in the
longitudinal analysis progression in bradykinesia sep-
arates instead into upper and lower limb components,
with the latter having some overlap with axial items.
The suggestion that upper and lower body bradyki-
nesia may progress differentially is an interesting and
unanticipated finding. By contrast, whilst some inves-
tigators have suggested that symptom laterality in
PD may make important contribution to disease het-
erogeneity [32], this current analysis would suggest
laterality is of no prognostic importance.

One interpretation of the present analysis would be
that clinical progression in PD can be separated into
discreet domains, or vectors. One could propose the
existence of at least two such vectors, one captur-
ing axial symptoms/signs and another bradykinesia
(rigidity terms, whilst separable, do not account for
significant variance in either longitudinal or cross-
sectional factor structures). There is evidence from
both imaging and clinicopathological studies to sup-
port the neuroanatomical separation of PD symp-
tom/sign complexes. Bradykinesia has been shown to
correlate best with nigrostriatal dopamine deficiency
[33] whereas axial and gait dysfunction may result
from disease involvement of caudal brainstem loci,

such as the pedunculopontine nucleus [34]. Further-
more, patients with prominent tremor have been shown
to have increased metabolic activity in the pons and
thalamus [35]. Although any such separation is likely
to be relative rather than absolute, as we still do not
know what drives neurodegeneration in PD it is possi-
ble that certain factors may have a selective influence
upon progression in particular PD symptom domains.
For example, increased age at onset has been associated
with the more rapid evolution of axial and gait symp-
toms [36], and this has implications for how we may
best utilise disease-modifying therapies in the future.

The strengths of this study include the use of
a community-based cohort which is more likely to
be representative of the general PD population. The
majority of previous natural history studies of PD have
been performed in secondary or tertiary care settings
where selection bias may occur [21, 37, 38]. Given the
size of the cohort, the length of follow-up is also a
strength for a study of this nature, and through the use
of home assessments where required, we have endeav-
oured to minimize bias due to selective case attrition.
Finally, by following patients from diagnosis this study
provides data of clear prognostic utility, by providing
an objective analysis of how the disease evolves from
the point of onset.

We opted to study patients in the subjective “On”
state for a number of reasons. First, assessing patients
in their optimum clinical state means that the resulting
outcome data represents the best that can be achieved
with conventional treatment, which should be the base-
line against which to measure the efficacy of putative
disease-modifying therapies. Secondly, evidence from
the ELLDOPA Study indicates that levodopa itself
may itself have a disease-modifying effect, or at least
a prolonged symptomatic effect [39]. Assessing med-
icated patients in the “Off” state is not equivalent to
assessing never-medicated patients. Finally, this made
the study more acceptable to participants, as indicated
by the relatively low case attrition rate over a length
follow-up period. Whilst a criticism that might reason-
ably be made is that our results may reflect variations in
treatment response in addition to differences in disease
progression per se, we would argue that this approach
is less likely to introduce bias.

Further criticisms of the present study are that the
sample size was small relative to the number of vari-
ables entered into the factor analysis, although criteria
for sampling adequacy were achieved. The rate of
change on each UPDRS item was calculated as a linear
gradient between initial and final assessments, whereas
both imaging and pathological studies have suggested
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that progression may slow with time [40, 41]. How-
ever, a single study which modelled PD progression
on clinimetric scales reported the rate of change was
not significantly different from linearity [42] and this
decision is unlikely to have had a major bearing upon
our result. Whilst the use of gradients of change is supe-
rior to the use of raw item level data, as the numerator
“change in item score” remains ordinal, the variables
entered in to the EFA were not truly continuous and
this may have had a small influence upon our result.

As a concluding comment, the results presented here
should be considered in the context of an exploratory
factor analysis. Whilst the raw results of EFA are data-
driven and objective, interpretation of these results
is subjective, and therefore subject to bias, and the
findings presented here require validation in future
studies in novel cohorts. Furthermore, our analysis was
restricted to those aspects of the disease captured by the
UPDRS section 3 and did not evaluate progression in
non-motor domains which would also be amenable to
study using the methods described. We have presented
preliminary evidence to suggest that progression in PD
may be dissociable into different components. Differ-
ences in the rate of progression in relatively treatment-
resistant axial symptoms and signs account for most
of the heterogeneity between sufferers when studied
longitudinally. This has clear implications for patho-
physiological modelling of the natural history of PD
and, furthermore, should inform the design of outcome
measures in forthcoming clinical trials as we enter the
era of potentially disease-modifying therapies.
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